Grimoldi Milano
Iconic Collections
The collection Anello Unghia (Nail Ring) is an outstanding jewellery work full of personality.
The inspiration is a fusion between two continent cultures from west the medieval
influence of body armour, and from orient the Chinese imperial empress style of golden
painted fingernail. The Grimoldi Milano new collection combines the sensuality of female
slender finger, with ferocity of body armor, perfectly compliments the movement and
structure of a female hand. The concept and implication of Femme Fatale gives this
Grimoldi Milano jewellery collection the air of a sexy, stylish and mysterious modern
woman.

Inspired by the success of Anello Unghia (Nail Ring collection) the new Grimoldi
Meccanico collection inherits the Femme Fatale impact, the new look brings out the
concept of a princess warrior, fearless, radiant and confident women image. The ring is
made with extreme care and bends smoothly at finger knuckles like a jewelled mechanism.
The combinations of diamonds with semi-transparent moonstone and calcedonia give the
ring a vintage and retro feeling, while the fitting and design is innovative. Meccanico
collection is a new statement of Grimoldi jewellery of luxury distinct personality.
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Cobra has been the ancient symbol of power and mystery while Grimoldi s new 2010
Cobra collection has the power to stun and hypnotize the endorser and the admirer of the
ring. A drop shape stone with enorme volume stretch out onto the hand, surrounded by
cobra shape body in rich pavé of diamonds and sapphires. Cobra ring imposes a powerful,
magic and exotic sense of importance, like the ancient snake dance, it enchants the
viewers with its beauty and mystery. Cobra ring is available in three different dimensions:
large, medium and small. Both large size and medium size fit on two fingers to keep the
ring perfectly balanced and offers comfort for wearing apart from its powerful volume.

Grimoldi s iconic PACE AMORE (peace love) collection represents the brand s philosophy
of living the life for LOVE. The iconic heart ring with LOVE writing around, either in enamel
version or pavé version, transmits Grimoldi s design originality and joyful brand nature.
The heart ring of Grimoldi has opened the 1st page of jewellery history for Grimoldi s
modern design. PACE AMORE has won over hearts of many independent & successful
women, and is seen on fingers of stars as Beyoncé and Carol Alt.
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Influenced by the art of Byzantine, MEDUSA collection was born. Exotic and sophisticated,
MEDUSA collection embodies Grimoldi s signature vibrant color range and top notch
Italian contemporary craftsmanship. Each ring, made as a puzzle box, is assembled to a
whole from its geometric shaped components as a jewelled mechanism. Styled with exotic
shapes but shines with exuberant , bold Italian colors, MEDUSA is a stunning jewel for the
confident and the fashion connaisseurs.

The world of Pirates is the world of fairy tale, the famous Captain Harlock with his black
pirate flag has always been a myth for each infant, who becomes adult. Grimoldi s first
project on Pirate traces back to 2001, a series of jewellery sold to Milanese Collectors: a
beautiful jewel case containing bracelet, necklace, ring, pendant and cufflinks all made in
gold and enamel in Pirate motif. In 2005, Giorgio Grimoldi s imagination in the theme of
pirates reaches its peak, Pirate themed jewellery made like a sculpture , an art-à-porter
piece for admiration are focus of attention anywhere, because of its artistic nature and the
aggressive & advanguard style. Grimoldi has led the trend and promoted the pirate theme
into the world of high end jewellery. Grimoldi Pirate jewellery has become a perfect
companion for Rock stars worldwide.
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With the enthusiasm of Grimoldi jewellery collectors, and Giorgio s passion for unique
precious gems, Grimoldi Couture line was born. After experimenting designs in the past
various year for made-to-order pieces, Grimoldi has launched the couture line of unique
piece jewellery for the elite clients. Gems are chosen for their extraordinary beauty based
on consideration of their eye catching sizes, colors and shapes, Giorgio then designs for
each stone the perfect couture fitting of its own. Each Grimoldi Couture piece has its
unique look which best compliments its stunning center stone, and gives great prestige to
the owner of these one-of-a-kind treasures.
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